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the mastery of Palestrinian counter-point is a 
discipline as rigorous and valuable as mathe
matics; and yet wonder if there isn' t somehow 
a more simple-minded approach to the prob
lem, a level however low on which all could 
come to some agreement. 

Music, in the words of Paul Gorman, is 
pretty nice to listen to. ("Out of the mouths 
of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected 
praise." Mat, 21 : 16. ) The failure of the 
College to solve satisfactorily the relatio.n of 
music, ":fine and liberal, " to the Program does 
not seem justification enough for depriving us 
altogether of the pleasure-and I think it is a 
simple one that has nothing to do with beatific 
vision or walpurgish orgy-some of us get from 
listening to it. The College without great ex
pense could arrange concerts of good and 
"alive" music ; you do not have to hear Schnabel 
to bear Beethoven. For those who haven' t 
learned yet how to listen to music, there cer
tainly are lecturers who could illuminate this 
problem as adequately as and in an analogous 
manner to Mr. VanDoren's lyric poetry lecture 
?f last term. String quartets in the King Will
iam Room might not solve the world's prob
lems, but it might make thinking about them 
more endurable. -WCB 

While culling assorted pieces of incidental 
in~ormation that had appeared in old Collegians, 
this letter, from a member of Mr. Hutchins' 
school, to us, struck our eye. In the light of 
so~e . of the political -questions on campus at 
this time we thought it worth reprinting. 

Sir : I have long been a zealous partizan of 
the New Program at St. John 's, so you may con
ceive of my dismay when the following rule in 
the college catalog was brought to my attention 
by an offensive pragmatist of my acquaintance : 
" Students bringing women into the dormitories 
are subject to summary expulsion. " 

.. " Surely," he said, with feigned surprise, 
the students and faculty of St . John's cannot 

be ignorant of the Oxonian Decretal! " 

The shining 'scutcheon of St. John's was 
smirched- what could I say to him? The 
Decretal he referred to is, of course, No. 5 2 of 
the Decret. Consist. Univ. Oxon. Anno 1579, 

which states in part that-" Universitie Me 
Which Keep Whores In Their Chambers, Ma~ 
Not Be Expelled For That, Because It Ought 
To Be Presumed Before Hand, That Schola 
Will Not Live Without Them." rs 

The discrepancy between the generous com. 
mon sense of the Decretal and the cruel and un. 
natural ruling in the catalog is just another ex. 
~mple of how the wise laws and salutary max. 
ism~ ?f ~ur fathers have fallen into disuse and 
oblivion m these parlous times. 

. "We have lost our heritage!" cries Barr; yet 1 

m St. John's, right in his own back yard, so 
to speak, flourishes a most disgraceful and 
flagrant example of that same Kulturbolschewis
mus he so justly deplores. 

Trusting that my letter will incite the 
students to take this matter into their own 
hands, and vindicate the honour of the college. 

I remain, 

Outraged Trivialist. 

-========================== 
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Common Law 
Richard Cleveland's lecture on Common 

Law was avowedly historical in approach, but 
did not suffer from the shortcomings of most 
historical lectures. There was also an abund
ance of example, which did not detract from the 
subject. Even Mr. Mencken's "large, power
ful, male dog." 

Since the lecture was a history, this review 
will best accomplish its end if it follows the 
same course and proceeds without comment, let
ting the facts speak for themselves. 

A definition of Law was in order. Law is 
a rule of conduct which is enforceable. Plato 
was probably not far from the truth when he 
said that Laws are needed and consequently de
velop when trade begins. The postulated 
"primitive society" is not very fruitful if we 
are looking for Law. If Law is there at all, it is 
probably not important. 

England may have been such a society before 
1066. But her legal history, as far as we know, 
began somewhere around that date. Hereto
fore there had been four general methods of set
tling disputes, when they arose: ( 1) Trial by 
battle ; (2) Compurgation (whereby the man 
whose integrity or innocence had been sworn by 
the most people won) ; Witness (a similar 
method, by which the man wins who has on 
his side the most people who are able to say 
they know he is right) ; ( 4) Ordeal (walking 
over hot coals, heated plowshares, etc.) . 

Henry II , the ''father of Common Law," 
didn' t seem to think these were very good ways 
of determining a man's innocence or guilt , so he 
instituted a system of travelling judges. These 
men, usually priests, wandered from place to 
place, heard cases and judged them on their 
merits. The scope of their jurisdiction was not 
particularly wide, since many things, especially 
personal situations, were still covered by Canon 
Law. As a matter of fact, this system of mov
ing courts is still operative, for example, right 
here in the Free State of Maryland. 

The litigants of these travelling courts were, 
naturally enough, reluctant to submit their 
cases to what might be an arbitrary decision 

(not unlike the way the nations of the world 
feel toward UNO) . This raises the question: 
What materials did a judge have with which 
to decide a case? The idea of justice? Perhaps. 

Spectators were permitted to sit in on these 
cases and soon, from interest or less noble mo
tives, followed the judges in their wanderings, 
compared cases and wrote them down. When 
someone first asked why, in two similar cases, 
the same principle was not used in deciding 
them, Common Law came into being. 

The judges soon became aware that many of 
the onlookers knew as much or more about the 
Law as they did. Soon the nascent lawyers 
were allowed to prompt the litigants. It was 
some time, however, before they were allowed 
to speak. In 1272 Edward I said that all 
lawyers were henceforth to be under the dis
cipline of the court. Soon it was decreed that 
judges must be selected from the ranks of the 
lawyers. 

Common Law, the development of general 
principles derived from the outcome of particu
lar cases, had by now become well established. 
England had become a Common Law country. 

Common Law may be understood as the 
antithesis of Statute Law, promulgated by the 
sovereign, whatever form that may take. There 
is also the Civil Law of the Romans, which 
parallels the system of Common and Statute 
Law as we' know it. The difference is one of 
approach. In each, judges make decisions, but 
by Civil Law their criterion is a code, which 
gives general principles as the guide and stand
ard for them to follow. The code is not bind
ing, however, like the precedents established by 
Common Law. For all practical purposes, the 
Common Law and the Statute have become one 
in Common Law countries. 

We must always remember that the primary 
function of Law is to decide a controversy be
tween two people. A series of such contro
versies provides the material out of which the 
Common Law is forged. Why the British used 
this method instead of an overall code, like the 
Greeks and Romans, is a puzzle. This may say 
something about the Anglo-Saxons. 
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Law is sometimes abused. This happened in 
England when the letter and the spirit were 
confused . Excessive formality tended to render 
the Law ineffective. Men were not able to fit 
case with principle in a reasonable fashion. The 
King, recognizing these abuses, appointed a 
Chancellor, who was denominated "Keeper of 
the King's Conscience" and permitted to inter
vene when he saw injustice being done. This 
was the device of Equity. And the lawyers 
howled and said there could be no real Law this 
way. 

Equity, too, was in the course of time abused 
by the King and his henchmen, and the ulti
mate victory of Parliament was one of great 
importance to the future of the Law. The 
next 100 years were spent in correcting the 
abuses of the Common Law. There were few 
positive statutes passed until the situation was 
rectified. 

Shifting now to the United States, we find 
the colonials according to tradition, coming 
over to escape the abuses of the British and their 
Law. They naturally set up law courts, but 
they were poor shadows of the British. The 
Revolution came, and many felt that that the 
British-appointed lawyers and judges were to 
blame for much of the evil that had been done. 
This resentment led the colonials to look for a 
new Law. This they did, but they soon found 
that the Natural Law basis they wanted was 
English Common Law. So the Declaration of 
Rights said, in effect, " We are better English
men than the English. Our ancestors knew 
what justice was all about. You have misun
derstood and perverted that justice." 

Mr. Cleveland went on to describe in more 
detail the development of our national Law and 
its ensuing administrative complications. He 
said he had covered one-third of his notes , and 
we have covered one-third of ours , which would 
seem to make this a good place to stop. We 
would like only to say that we hope Mr. Cleve
land will, at regular intervals, help us to be
come more aware of our political animality 
through its most vivid and important conse
quence, Law. 

S. B. 

Conscription 
Dr. Allan Bates on his discussion of "Con

scription and the Atomic Bomb" turned the 
pages of history back to the exciting years fol
lowing the first world war. Very effectively he 

revealed the problem which then faced the 
French, that of the type of defense to be taken 
in the event of a second world war. The great 
military leaders of France who successfully 
blocked the Germans on the Marne, who held at 
Verdun, and who finally led the Allied armies 
on to victory, took the position that fixed 
fortification and conscription would preserve the 
integrity of France. The French people :finally 
rallied behind this viewpoint for after all had 
these men not been responsible for the great 
Allied victories of the war and should they not 
then know the true situation better than anyone 
else? So was erected the Maginot Line, the 
most massive and extensive line of fortifications 
in the world and behind it stood millions of 
French conscriptees trained exclusively in the art 
of the bayonette and close order drill. So much 
had been expended in material and in francs on 
this venture and so much favorable publicity 
had been given it by the French newspapers that 
complete confidence in the scheme was regis
tered on the part of France. Military strategists 
who even suggested third dimensional war from 
the air or the possibility of armored columns 
that could well compensate for the existence of 
such a line were derided and kept far back in 
the shadows. After the completion of the line 
the Ecole de Guerre accepted a doctrine that 
France was immune from invasion. A pam
phlet of this nature endorsed by Petain was 
circulated in France and was required reading 
for any up and coming young French officer. 

History speaks fo r itself. France fell, 
neither hearing one shot from the Maginot nor 
having had one battle take place between the 
French infantry and the ene.my. France had 
prepared herself for another World War I 
and found out in a disparagingly short time 
that the war of trenches had given way to a 
war of movement. 

The United States upon entering this war, 
realizing the mode of war in which they were 
e n g a g e d, through productive and scien
tific might made the German army appear in the 
same light as the French appeared to the Ger
mans in the early summer of 1940. 

Today we are faced with the same issues that 
confronted France in 1918 . Technological 
development has given to us the same relative 
boundaries with the world that France had to 
Germany after the armistice. The generals and 
admirals who assiduously led us on to final vic
tory in this last tragic conflict are falling back 
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on what is known and not what is to be known. 
They righteously put themselves on record as 
·ustifying the existence of a large army and 
~avy modeled on the Second World War plan. 

By drawing a parallel with Fr~nce w~ ca.n 
logically conclude that their st~nd is .not ~u~ti
iiable. But to further substantiate this opinion 
let us look further into the tremendous and ~er
rifying aspects of atomic warfare. Our scien
tists have assured us that the bombs dropped on 
Nagasaki and Hiroshima are obsolete m com
parison with the atom bombs now on the a.s
sembl y line. Bombs that w~en d~opped will 
destroy the crews of ships miles di~t~nt from 
the actual explosion ; bombs contami!-1? such 
explosive energy that just n?t m:re ~it1es but 
complete areas will be conta1.ned m sm.gle ex
plosions. And how will this devastating en
ergy be released? Most probably by a ~ere 
twist of a handle in a land thousands. of 1'.rul.es 
distant from the bombs' objective. It is within 
the realm of possibility that various methods 
will be devised which will detonate the charge 
before it reaches its final destination but if even 
a fraction of the missiles sent get through, the 
desired results are obtained. Such a war would 
last at the most a few weeks. The destruction 
absolute and irreparable. 

How then, may we ask, can an army a~d 
navy, as we know them today, be effective 
machines in a third world war? What then 
can our West Point officers contribute when 
hardened and trained by the obsolete code of 
the I. D . R .? The answer is obvious ; absolutely 
nothing. 

For our own preservation as a sovereign state 
we must at a moment's notice be ready to take 
the offensive with atomic energy. To do this 
we must train a small operational-force which 
can ruthlessly apply the most advance theories 
of our atom scientist. Behind this operational
staff must lie a thorough groundwork of 
technological research-second to none in the 
world. We can not afford to tarry. The next 
war the nation which acts first will be the 
victor. 

Dr. Bates did not imply that a third world 
war was inevitable. But merely through ana
logy and knowledge of atom potential, ques
tioned the wisdom of a large standing army 
that so many in this country today deem 
advisable for the continued security of their 
country. 

THOMPSON. 

Georgia I 

Dark day and rain 
While smoke obscures the sky 
And moss, 
Like some long dead woman's hair, 
Festoons the trees 
In grey black 
Uncombed masses. 

Lonely cattle, 
Wet and cold, 
Graze in stagnant sedge 
And unkempt moss, 
Or wade through swamps 
Green with quiet, 
Live with death. 

Trees whose feet feel 
The clammy slime of complacency 
As living die and rot 
Content to take their lot 
Of reaching, striving for 
The sun, 
While standing in one spot. 

Long haired pine and fir, 
Whose smudgy fingers 
'Gainst the dark, 
Tell of irreverant, unknowing hands 
Passed too close upon t'he work 
Of some long forgotten artist. 

Red clay and slate grey 
The earth reveals 
To the blunt plow the 
Negro wields · 
With gnarled hands 
And tired beast. 
Unfruitful and yet 
Food for all must be. 

Burned black 
The fields in spots appear. 
Ugly is the preparation 
For beauty's beginning. 
Pity the ground which ugly 
Must remain for some fool's 
Ignorance. 

-Hovde. 
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~dler and Buchanon on the need for a " sum 
1 d 1 · ., · ma 

ana ogy or proportion ia ectica · m our time Both th 11 h . . e co ege and 
angel animal aristocracy t e mdex are fre~h paths in this direction. Both 

Indexing The Great Books 

art astronomy beauty ~tand on a convICtion of the necessity of suffer 
being mg ?1:1eself to be exposed to the entire Europea~ 
b_o?y cause chance change tradition. Both are attempts to b 'Id 
ntlzen constituti'on fully missing " · · ui up a woe-courage custom or conven- to m k _umversive of discourse" in order 

tion a e genume communication possible be-
definition t~een reasonable men. The great book 
d stltut th· · s con-

emocracy desire dialectic duty education e IS umverse of discourse . Furthermore 
ele~ent emotion eternity evolution experience . the college and the index attack problems. . , 
family fate form there really one tradition? If th · · is 

God 
· 't . ? · ere is one, what 
is I s umty. 

good or evil 
government habit happiness history honor 
hypothesis idea 
immortality induction infinity judgment justice 
knowledge 
lab

1
or language law liberty life and death logic 
ove 

mathematics matter mechanics medicine 
memory and imagination metaphysics mind 
monarchy 
m~sic nature necessity and contingency 
oh?archy one and many opinion opposition 
philosophy physics 
pleasure and pain poetry principle progress pro-

phecy prudence punishment 
qualit~ reasoning relation religion revolution 
r~etonc same and other science sense sign 
sm slavery soul 
space state 
t~mperance theology 
time 
t~uth tyranny universal and particular 
virtue and vice war and peace will wisdom world 

This is the purest poetry. This is the poem 
of th; great books, and this is the poem of St. 
Johns C~llege. This is the catalogue of ideas 
under which the entire Western tradition can be 
subsumed. So said Mortimer J . Adler. 

T~e Encyclopaedia Britannica intends to 
publish the great books in 1948 Fo 1 · r severa 
years a staff of workers, under the direction of 
Mr. Adler ' has been preparing an index for this 
s~t-not a se~arate index for each book, nor a 
literal word mdex, but an index wh1'ch t 
1 h · · ca a-
ogues t e sigf!.lficant ideas of the tradition which 

the books. represent in an analytical form. 
. Accordmg to Mr. Adler, there is a great deal 
m common between the index and this college. 
They have a common background, stemming in 
part from an early conversation between Messrs. 

Mr .. Adle.r's project faced many problems 
W~en mdexmg, can you fit the form (the cate~ 
gones) to the matter (the conversation of the 
Great Books)? If so, what is the form? How 
do you ~nd the categories? These are the kinds 
of .questions Mr. Adler and his staff have been 
facmg. Many difficulties have stood in their 
way. .How do you index terms used ambigu-

p
ously, m any way by Locke and in another by 

lato? How d 1 . . . 0 you ana yze the categories 
:vithout preJUdICe to the authors? How do you 
mdex poetry and history? 

~ur_thermore, the project has been met with 
objections from those who consider an i·nd 
b d h ' . . ex a 

a. t. mg m ~tself: The index is a dead thing 
-it is _not alive like the college. Mr. Adler's 
answer Is that , although the index cannot possi
bly ~ave .the vitality of a human dialectical com
~unity , I~ can co~e . alive for its users, provid
mg m~tenal for msight, stimulus for reading 
analytICal assistance in the ·attack on a probl ' 

Th . d . em. 
. e m ~x is, an~ hopes to become, many 

thm~s. It is, most simply, a guide to reading. 
It will serve to encourage adult education. It 
may. be~ome the basis from which will work a 
contmumg phil~sophical conference, composed 
of men atten:ptmg to synthesize all Western 
knowledge, dis.covering basic agreements on the 
trut? ~f certam propositions, uncovering the 
cruc1a.l issues upon which there is no agreement, 
f~rretmg out the. pre-supposit ions and implica
tions of s~eculattve and practical propositions. 

~on~ludmg, Mr. Adler stated that this sys
thesis is . the hope , for making the world one 
co1?-~umty_. Its completion will depend upon 
umtt~g On~ntal tradition with our own, dis
covering their differences and likenesses. In or
~er to make the continuation of this effort pos
sible, we need law. But world law alone can
nqt unite man. 

C. A. N. 

(A Poem) 
This i8 a syllogism, and the major premise is 

that sun on the premises is a good sight, and the 
rninor premise is that the sun is a good sight 
shinier than any beautifully lined light that you 
would be likely to find; and, I know, if viewed 
rightly, that everyone will agree .that this is a 
nice thing to say and not at all a flighty one, and 
although it is not also applicable to the night; 

and the conclusion then is that few men are 
able to shun the sun, for surely it is much more 
fun than dark myopia is, or morphine, or 
opium, or a torrent of rain or. of ~ny ?th~r 
stark and unadorable thing which likewise is 
apt to be painful and abhorrent ; and it is so 
mighty a fusion of brightness that even the bas
est of friends must take delight in it-and such 
a one in his unevadable sun-suit, however airily, 
will necessarily conclude too that it is one of the 
best sights that be, and what he shall specifically 
deem wonderful is the way in which it may be 
seen through, and how through it he may thus 

see ; 

and should this now not follow from the 
major premise or any other that I may wis~ t? 
allow or surmise, I do not really care, for it is 
the task of each for himself to realize that , 
though, as I have already inferred, the night 
always asks it to go, the sun nevertheless repre
sents a big and undeterred flow of blessed and 
forever essential glowing-as radiant tree-neat
ness does, or, say, the trinity , or an openly seen 
ocean, or an unfadable sea, which none at any 
event resent , and toward which some frequently 
cherish even an affinity , and that a syllogism 
could be fine if it treats of littler matters, as for 
instance, of a shoe shine, 
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Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor : 

·Superficially the arguments the writer has 
heard for lecture-reviews to be no more than 
facile condensations (of what the lecturer 
thought important enough to treat at some 
length) are reasonable enough. Certainly it 
is true that a rehearsal of the bare structure of 
the progress of the argument will assist the 
memory afterwards to recreate the full sub
stance of the discourse, and will provide for the 
college a brief history of the changes of em
phasis exhibited in the successive subject-mat
ters and kinds of treatment over a period of 
time. Years from now we may peruse these 
log-books to plot the chain of ports we touched 
and recall what the weathers were ; with the 
charts before us bring to remembrance our ex
perience among the men living about the har
bors, and the closer conversations we shared 
when far from any land. Our pattern could be 
Santayana's recent history of his sentiments and 
opinions, and earlier , that by the late Oxford 
philosopher, R. G. Collingwood, in more 
severe. and impersonal vein. 

But since we would agree that a good lecture 
provokes discussion and often may be left far 
behind as we pursue its implications, a reviewer 
would do well to carry on the chase as long as 
the awakened interest of the community would 
sustain him, and others in reply. In this re
spect our college has its peculiar, though not 
necessary, limitations. The COLLEGIAN is not 
the organ of a graduate school in political 
science, or of an academy for passing on the 
esoteric interpretation of Plato and Aristotle, 
all appearances to the contrary! 

Rather , our discussions touch every concern 

but should it turn to a great and sensitive 
subject , · as of the tall immensity of the all
immersing sun which we see-wh y it will only 
likely be as a silly prism is, which tears the 
natural wisdom of the world to tatters and al
lows the rays , if the argument be of the sun 
then, to scatter anywhich way and in small 
meaningless colors which merely twitch and 

of men, and it would seem the very range of 
topics precludes full treatment of one subject in 
the college -paper. We feel limited by the de
mands of our regular work, ready to unburden 
our ideas in conversation and not in formal 
writing . 

This malproportion of talk over a reasonable 
mastery of written expression shows itself in 
the torture usually involved in the composition 
of a term-paper. The columns of the COL
LEGIAN can provide an arena for the exercise 
of our powers, and the apparently defeating 
diversity of our interests can be turned to our 
advantage, . for almost any subject would find 

appall all ; 

nor does Apollo ever horribly do this , as he 
enlightens with that fire-orb . 

G. J . some audience-perhaps more responsive than 
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we suspect .. This last would protect a writer 
froi:n ~hat mc~stuous vice of "creative writing" 
as it is practiced in many secondary schools· 
mere labored spinning of words on a chose~ 
the~e, in which the student has not the slight
est interest. Of course a master shines when
ever he takes up the pen. But his art of ade
quat~, sensitive expression developed only from 
con~mued effort to do justice to what, as a 
novice, he considered worth relating. 

(These remarks were composed before sev
eral provocative reviews and essays appeared in 
the last COLLEGIAN.) 

BERGEN. 

(A Poem) 
This none can ever contradict, and therefor 

why should I not propose it as law-that no 
thing may be and not beam at the same time 
and in disrespect to the s;n. 

and if you would step into the April air now 
and inspect the spring and with meticulous care 
~otice how the sun has assigned an ungrimy 
light to brighten each object of seeing, you could 
not possibly object then, but must soon agree, 
(and who knows, a like statute might be good 
re-g (u) arding the moon,) that my idea is legal 
and has not even one unbearable discrepancy 
that would let a grievance arise 

and this you will see then, -and thu; you will 
se~ , and you will believe this then, and you 
w~ll never leave the air of the April skies, (and 
this would be true in the well-built atmosphere 
of any fair endearing month,) until you for 
yourself decree what I have already said, 

and henceforth everything should be ready 
for legal delightful and steady procedure amid 
the verdure or by the sea's verge and the sea
gulls or any place that you might like, for such 

. a law would be wood-good and good anywhere, 
and good, I say, by day or night. 

G. J . 

On Great Teachers 
Coming in the middle of the week, durin 

hours most often devoted to a patronage, on ou g 
p~rt, of the current movie in town, it might b~ 
sa1~ that the lecturer stood at a disadvantage 
It is to be reported, however. that this wa~ 
largely overcome by the amiable qualities and 
good humor of the man on the platform. 

~ouston Peterson had written a book on his 
sub Je~t, and one feared, upon hearing this, that 
he n:ight draw upon the fact to give authority 
to his statements. This, happily, did not turn 
out to be the case ; and though he made ver 
frequ.ent references to his book (and to the dil 
ficult1es encountered in obtaining and arrang· 
the ~ateri~l for. it ) , he seemed to do so in c~:~ 
nection wi~h his desire to throw light on the 
problem of knowing what a great teacher is. 

. A great teacper is certainly not to be defined 
i~ t~rr~1s of a description of that "distorted, un
d1scip.lmed c~a~acter-the campus personality." 
In this .our VlSltor was most insistent. If there 
doe.sexist some common denominator by which 
he 1~ to be known, it is not to be found in any 
special pedagogic~! method; for each great 
teac_her may use many methods. Nor can one 
ach1~ve t~e .effect he produces by simply and 
~lavi~hly 1m1tating him. Any one great teacher 
is unique. There are no two alike as persons. 

During the course of his talk, Mr. Peterson 
relate? a number of incidents and occasions in 
the lives of people he considers to have been 
~reat teachers . Although somewhat bromidic 
m _ character, the attempt to use this device re
m~nded us of what Mr. Van Doren recently 
said ~ere : that one is a poet who is able, in 
speaking of great things, to so reduce them in 
size that we can somehow understand them. 

Mr. Peterson also spoke of the " emotive 
texture of ideas ." We confess that it was dif
ficult not to wince a bit at this phraseology. 
But we thought hard about it and decided he 
mus~ have been talking of the contagious 
quality of strong conviction in a teacher . At 
least we hope it was· something like this, rather 
than another new-fangled aesthetic of the eidos. 

In. glancing, over our notes we find there was 
mentioned quite early in the lecture a thought 
that , now seems to us to be central, even if 
mundane. It has to do with the exceptional 
natur~ of a great teacher's work and under
standmg, not as a teacher or lecturer, but as a 
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---
true master of his subject. It appears to us that 
this is the really .contagious thing. ls it merely 
redundant to say that ~t is .mainly t~rough an 
:xceptional understandmg m the sciences and 

:rts, both human and divine, that any man
or his book-becomes great as a teacher? 

This is not, perhaps, quite what our man was 
getting at when, for instance, he spoke of 
Emerson and quoted Melville. But it seems 
that some considerable degree of the above
mentioned understanding must be implicit in 
such works, and that it 1s essential to their 
humaneness. 

ECKHART. 

Poem 
The sensation of movement fades, 
And I stand still, looking at fields; 
Motionless men ; skyscapes, parade 
Past me. Gone-Lost and unreal. 

So, you-. and all the hours gone, 
I'll leave behind, never to be regained. 
My eyes are dry; I do not mourn, 
For I might grow tried if all remained. 

There are new hours to live, and each theatri
cal set 

Leaves anticipation and no regret. 

The scene, serene. fading away, 
Covered by the countryside-sweeping past me 
A great curtain shutting off the stage 
We played our parts upon. 

The rolling wheels drum a moaning mono-
tone 

Against the track. 
A fitting overture to another act. 
A droning monotone. 

Let this be also an entracte-a devirtise-
ment 

To make the dulling lines a gayer hue 

(Review of lecture delivered February 22 : 
Natural Right) 

':Yet sometimes glimpses on my sight, 
Through present Wrong the eternal right ... " 

Whittier. 
Ironically· disclaiming any aspirations to imi

tate the noble sallies of St. George or Don 
Quixote, Dr. Leo Strauss, who teaches at the 
New School in New York City, avowed his 
would be "a more pedestrian course" : to set 
forth the doctrine of natural right as it was 
formulated by political thinkers of the classical. 

· medieval, Renaissance, and 18th Century Ra-
tionalist traditions. · 

But this was not to indulge in the excesses of 
historicism : Dr. Strauss' scholarship was or
dered to a concerned discussion of the founda
tions of justice and law in civil society. It is 
the lack of contemporary interest in the theory 
of natural right (by dismissing the notion as a 
foregone delusion) which compels historical 
treatment. Now it seriously concerns us 
whether there is such a thing as the naturally 
right, " right that is independent of human 
arbitrariness," or positive legislation. For posi
tive law, grounded only in agreement or con
vention, "cannot guarantee its own obligatory 
character." To derive justification for demo
cratic principles, say, from agreement about 
ideals of society and not from trans-legal princi
ples of natural right invites damaging criticism 
of the necessity of one set of ideals over others. 
"If there are no such standards (of natural 
right) , all human action is blind because it does 
not know whether its ultimate aims are right." 

" One merely evades the issue if one says that 
our trans-legal standards are expediency or util
ity ." For again, how are the ends for the sake 
of which positive legislation is introduced 
ordered? In the same manner we can dispose of 
the theories which orient these standards to 
"social durability," or to an unconsidered ap-

In contrast. 
And I- fo r it is I that starts the purring peal to freedom. 

" One equally blurs the issue if one speaks of dialogue, 
Untouched by passion
Tho the fashion of today 
Would this discry. 
I bite the lie and hear it scream between my 

teeth. 
Once scourged of myself by an inhuman phrase 
It is hard to place the hour 
Beneath my moulding hands. 
The sands run out. 

TIS. 

the idea of justice. For if one understands the 
idea of justice in a precise sense, in the sense of 
Plato or that of Kant, it is identical at least for 
all practical purposes with natural right. And 
if one understands the idea of justice in a vague 
sense, one certainly blurs the issue." Our deep
seated belief in .the right of all to self-realization 
echoes our often unconscious conviction of 
natural justice, however vaguely or improperly 
conceived, particularly since we apply such 
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Flipping pages in some recent review or other, 
an article by someone named Greshoff consist
ing solely of epigrams on poetry caused me to 
slacken my rapid and disrespectful pace. Fea
tured prominently among the pithy bits was: 

countries or to societies of th natural law the " backb "B t e past. philosophy .,, th d . one of Western social 
u our need for natural right d and 18th c' e octnne developed in the 17th 

guarantee of course that th . oes not entury w 't " 1 . C t ere ts a natural right ,, mainly b em h .. as i. s secu anzed version" 
twoon mema~>0rary. opp~sition to natural right h.a s cations YM dp as1zmg its revolutionary impl1'-

m motives· mt · 
1 

· o ern natur 1 · h · 
civ. il obedience and. the esroe-scta1lnlede~'ahl. secu.rity and or public: e g th 1 a ~1g t. is constitutional 

t 1 S 
. · " e a ternat1ve title of R , 

sc10usness " I is onca con- onal Contract ( " · . 1 . . ousseau s 
overleap the annarcahnswer to the latter one may suggests concer f pnncip_ es of political right'') y among part' 1 f . n or legitimacy and th d . 
tions of natural 1 b . _1cu ar ormula- tion of sovereignty b h e enva-. aw Y adm1ttmg th b · Y t e natural reason · h 
expressive bf S ecifi . . em to e a view to the nature of !' . l . Wlt 
Another objectionpraise~ b historical situations. ern natural right took po ~ic~ society. Mod
denies any · ifi Y the historical school tive system on. t e orm of a deduc-

s1gn cance to the . . 1 18 h .more geometnco. In the 17th d 
to every natural law doctri pnncip es_ common t centuries the notion of h an 
generality. In s . ~e for their remote denied th . . Ii t e state of nature upposmg it had d ' d tween m e, s1gm cane~ of the distinction be-
pre-modern along with mode ispose . of . . an s prelapsanan state and th . 
theory of the 18th C rn natural nght ongmal sin s b . . e reign of 
represented by M . en~uryE, the historical school , tional basis' fo~ st~tutmg -a . non-Biblical, ra-
. G ame m ngland and S . society " Th e new view of man and 
m ermany, did not reall f . avigny . e cure for the d :fi . . . 
forward by Plato and A .Y alee the claims put conveniences of the state f e cie~cies or in-

1 

. nstot e and th d' b t d 1 o nature is not gra 
va Htradition variously based on them. e me ie- u or er y government." ce 

ow .. which ;ver'. it is not historical school as such " The most impo t h ommates present o . . specifically d r ant c aracteristic of 
right doctrine but dpposition to natural tends to bemoa edrn nt a.tural rig?t is that it is, or 
th 11 , a recru escence of the th . , oc nne of right h 

at a our notions of justice and r esis duties." " P r . l . ' s rat er than c~nventional. Degeneration of th lmora lty_ are o iti~ society 1S now conceived 
distinction between t e ong-rece1ved as guaranteemg natural rights and h na ure a d performance f • not t e 
the 19th Century cul . dn convention in :fi o mans natural duties ,, "Th 

h I' mmate by the hist . 1 rst step toward an understandin . e 
sc oo s asserting the " I onca natural right would . . g of modern 
things which had b natu.ra character of origin ,, W I consist m ascertaining its 
fundamentally conve~~~ prlev10usly considered villai~ of e ':ou d then know its spirit. The 

h 

. iona or dependent our piece was n h h 
uman mstitution. " All 1 on h one ot er t an Hobb aw wa d w o not only 1 1 d' · es, 

as the " · s un erstood c ear Y istmgu · h d . expression of an or a . rights from duties b t d is e i:iatural 
sc1ousness " "Th d 'fli . g me group-con- . h u ma e the unahenabl . e i culties to which th. ng t to self-preservation " th b . e 
temdpt is exposed could not be solved but bis ~t- hence the limit f .. e very asis, and tro ucmg a novel a· . . y m- Ind d h . '. o all [political] obligations ,, 

istmctlon betwee h ee t e spmt of this de:fianc . . 
natural and the historical. h n t e matic in Kant ' 1 . h e is most dra-

ev t 11 

· uman groups were s c aim t at man h' d' . 
en ua y conceived of h. . and ri hts t . owes is ign1ty 

natural. " It is th ' d'as. is_toncal and not as NeT., g , o his Revolt , as contrasted with 

1

. is 1stmctlon w hi h d vv man s phrase · '' h · ies contemporary d' . c un er- ri'ghts and clai'm . t e simple absence of all 
. . 1scuss1on of the problem s o th Now the historical view can be . th n e part of the creature in 

the conventionalist by d' . reduced to o/th:ecsencet of the Creator, the illimitable claims 

t 

. . iscernmg that the d rea or on the servi f h 
ermmat10ns of positive 1 . 1 . e- with th b d ce o t e creature," or 

simply from a group's " eg1slal tion cannot arise was los:, aunrd en of the Book of Job. Paradise 
h d f 1· equa y and commonly 

s are ee mg of necessity " · h . out of th' " ' smce t e workmg 
. is common convictio '' 

function of opinion wei hted n ~ay be. a 
terest or oth · g . by factional m-erwise not sufficient! . . 1 
true needs of the . Y cntlca of the 
" · group. This rather · 1 

inner necessity" w Id d mystica 
ity to be valid as ou . epend . upon conform
-h . a _basis. for soctal organization 

ence _its con ventlonahst character 
tri;;. uri;!,ng ~o the history of naturai right doc-

' r. trauss called the Stoic-Christian 

e ore them, where to " The world was all b f 
choose · 

Their place of rest, " 

but Providence no longer guided " 
pre-modern nat 1 . h · Whereas 
ob d. ura ng t was a doctrine of 

e ience, or at least of conformit . h 
order not originating in the human ~i~it adn 
ern natural · ht · • mo -l 'b ng_ is a doctrine of freedom 
a 1 erty to evil as well as to good l' . : . d. · ... 1m1te 

only by the recognition of the same liberty in 

other men." 
The revolt of modern political philosophy, 

originating in Machiavelli, "was directed 
against what we may call the utopian character 
of classical political philosophy." The former 
is concerned with a guarantee of the actualiza
tion of a desirable political order. Thus its 
stress on enlightenment, and its willingness to 
accept " men as they are" to bring about legiti
mate or at least efficient government. "But in 
classical theory institutions were nothing but 
devices for securing the rule of the virtuous: 
they were not meant to be a substitute for 

virtue." 
Classical theory derived specific rules as the 

decisions of an experienced, wise man in the 
light of circumstances, and defined man's na
tural status " with a view to man's natural per
fection. " "As long as men took their moral 
bearings by duties' ' concern for legitimacy kept 
in the background. Emphasis on self-interest 
presumes the right of all. foolish or wise, to 
determine the means of self-preservation." 

" It is not the poet who makes the poem, but the 
poem that makes the poet." I was immedi
ately reminded of Mr. Van Doren' s past lect
ures, and later, listening to this last lecture, I 
was reminded of the epigram. Can it be that 
this type of tricky phrase and vague conception, 
this pseudo sage-like quality of expression, this 
frail and languorous sort of "appreciation" is 
what we are to consider as poetical criticism? 

Yet, the lecturer's announced intention to 
praise perhaps invalidates any application of the 
term " criticism" to his lecture. But in Mr. Van 
Doren' s own conception, he was concerned not 
with the praise of poets, but with the praise of 
their art. This task requires analysis which is 

criticism. 
I open myself to charges of. pomposity and 

"What we must start wondering about is 
whether the modern, realistic, bard-boiled 
world, which as Rousseau noted bas replaced 
virtue by economics, has not developed a much 
more destructive utopianism of its own. For is · 
it not utopian to believe that by lowering one's 
aims, one guarantees their realization? . .. . Is it 
really true that man is so averse to virtue? 
Montesquieu remarks : "Les hommes fripons en 
detail, sont en gros de tres honnetes gens : ils 

aiment la morale." 

pedantry by objecting to Mr. Van Doren's con
tinual use (and most excellent and entertaining 
it is) of the chatty style. However, I do not 
oppose the informality , but only the looseness 
of the rhetoric. It is all too easy, even in at
tempts at rigid analysis, to lose sight of the dis
tinctions one began with, and to mingle oppo
sites in convenient and epigramatic paradoxes; 
but when one makes little attempt to avoid such 
cloudiness and even thrives on it, then the 
watering becomes so complete that little that is 
said, no matter bow seemingly cogent, has any 
value, having no reference other than of the 

Dr Strauss then went on to examine in some 
detail the ancient and medieval understandings 
of the relation between natural and positive 
law. We hope that his provocative lecture will 
be a prologue to one treating the doctrine of 
natural right in more direct dialectical manner. 
Perhaps he could be persuaded to discuss the 
Republic and Laws as launching points for an 
original defense or disavowal of the doctrine. 

" To arms, St. George!" BERGEN. 

On the Nature of Poetry Criticism 
I . 

I have named this review with the above 
general title, whereas I am only concerned with 
the nature of Mark Van Doren's criticism, 
merely to anticipate , hopefully, ensuing treat
ments of this subject, having found Mr. Van 
Daren's method in no wise exhaustive. 

vaguest sort. 
Further, good criticism cannot be as point-

edly personal as Mr. Van Doren always main
tains his is. '' I al ways get the feeling some
how . ... '' is not a proper beginning even for 
the enterprise of giving praise. Nor should 
prejudiqs peer through the structure of critical 
presentation. One ought not go out of one's 
way to express dislike of Milton, and when 
asked a question concerning the relation between 
Hardy's novels and bis poems, the answer 
should not be, " I think the novels are far 

inferior.'' 
There is a greater tradition of universal 

criticism which is concerned with the elucida
tion of works of art and with the judgment of 
taste from as highly objective a position as pos
sible. For from what other position could com
pletely varied and highly individual artists be 



all appreciated for their respective merits re
gardless of the preferences of the critic for com
edy rather than tragedy, the religious rather 
than the rationalistic, etc.? 

II 
Let there be an end to vindictiveness, how

ever, for I see that unless I continue on a dif
ferent path, I shall have fallen inextricably into 
the same faults of personal impression which 
I h.ave accused Mr. Van Doren of making th 
basis of his critical method. It remains in spit: 
of what I have said above, that there is far more 
to prais.e in t?is lecture than to find fault with. 
A ~efinite unity was given to the entire investi
gation of the divers recipients of praise by the 
treatment of the theme of "bigness and little
ness"-. -~he poet's grasp of the meaning of mu
tual hm1tat1on exerted between all things that 
are; a su?erbly eloquent description was given 
o~ Hard Y s concept of the universe, and how, in 
his. poetry'. he could not avoid being softened, 
l~v1~g while he most believes that he is not, and 
pitymg · · · ·etc.; although so much was too 
~ague, . nothing was said that did not impress 
1mmed1ately as being absolutely true as applied 
to the works of art under discussion. 

asked for my services as an assistant; and since 
they ~sually added that though I was short of 
experience, such talents as mine should not be 
w~st~d, I was rather •proud of Theatetus E 
Williams. But back to the peace. · 

T " I was calle~ to a conference at the White 
Hou~e, alo~? with other leading scientists, and 
ranking military an.d government officials. We 
were told that in view of repeated reports that 
the ~ern:ans were searching for an atomic ex
plosive, it had been decided to organize a -
search project in this country in order to fo;:_ 
stall them. 'Were We Wilqng?' We started 
at once. 

"With~n a _week, one of our assistants 
?rought m .a discovery which later developed 
~nto. the device for reducing the noise of aircraft 
m . flight. It. was this device which, combined 
with the anti-radar paint borrowed from th 
Germans ~fter their defeat, made it possible fo: 
a mass r~1d to seem a mere diversion until the 
bombs hit. 

. "Some of us were doubtful whether bomb
mg met~ods had developed to the point where 
an atomic weapon could be used on a military 
target, but we were soon satisfied by an air 
corps officer who told us: 'We could :fly in I 000 
planes, ~ach carrying ten tons of bombs 'and 
arran~e it so .that every bomb would explode at 
one~ in_ practically the same spot, and we could . 
do it m any kind of weather. A target so 
blasted would be just one big hole ' W 
ahead. . e went 

~ut more than all are the poems themselves 
whIC~ were the direct instruments of praise for 
the. six greats. All are commensurate with 
their task and are fine poems (except, I feel, the 
one on Shak~speare, sir). There is certainly 
much t? .be said, perhaps everything to be said, 
for .wntmg a poem to describe and praise a 
poets ar~ and the art of poetry in general rather 
than ~ak1~g to prose analysis where something 
essential 1s perhaps missed in the process. It 
may ~ery well be that poetry can discuss itself 
on~ Y m terms of itself- that it possesses its own 
unity of self-consciousness. Wordsworth in his 
Prelude, is certainly the great exponent ~ this 
view: 

"danger cannot but attend 
Upon a function rather proud to be 
The enemy of falsehood than the 

friend ' 

Of truth, to sit m judgment than to 
feel." 

E. V. THAU. 

The Gospel According to St. James 

"~he ~hole world knows of the destructio~ 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the foundation of' 
U.N.O:, how, during the years immediately' 
follow:mg the holocaust, the great powers dared 
not brmg .on a war that would be hell itself, and 
how, d~nng their indecision, U.N.O. became 
the un.disputed ruling body of the world. It 
was said then that 'A few scientists and airmen 
gave pea-ce to the world,' but the full truth of 
that ph~ase was not realized then ; for it was 
not until forty years after the blast that the 
world knew that, within a month of that con
ference in Washington, I had submitted to the 
assembled minds of the Manhattan Project the 
~omple.te proof that atomic chain-reaction 1s 
impossible." 

. ''How did we get this world peace? Well, 
it all started in Washington about fifty years 
ago. I was young then, very young, just out 
of M.I. T. A number of leading scientists had 

MORGAN. 
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Mr. Meiklejohn on Education 
Everything operates according to some law 

or principle. The welfare and safety of any
thing is the preservation of its unity. This con
dition constitutes a state of peace. 

Man, of all creatures, operates according to 
his own principles. He is limited, like other 
creatures, in that he cannot stop his blood flow 
by merely willing that it stop. Unlike other 
creatures he can both will that it cease to flow 
and carry his will into effect. When he wills 
according to principles which will preserve 
peace, the members of his body are :fittingly dis
posed to one another. When he wills according 
to some other principles, he resembles some sort 
of a monster. The welfare and safety of the 
members of his body is disturbed and finally 
destroyed. The condition of peace changes into 
ti1e condition known as war, where no principle 
prevails. 

A universal principle of action c~n be de
r · zd from this: that no man shall act accord
ing to any principle which will endanger the 
welfare and safety of any of his members. By 
ext.znsion , then, no man shall act according to 
ar / principle which will endanger the welfare 
ard safety of any other man. The rule, in its 
fidt form, applies to the body man and in its 
second form to the body politic. Stated as an 
affirmative principle every man shall act to pre
serve the welfare and safety of every man, him
self as well as others. 

This demands that each man, as a member 
equally with other members of the body politic 
must always will politically. That is, he must 
always obey this universal principle in order to 
guarantee the state of peace. . 

A good will is the o.ElY: surety of the Stflte 
of peace. A good will, according to the impli~ 
cations of the Constitution of the United Na
tions Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, is in an agreement with reason: 
"T he Governments of the States Parties to This 
Constitution on Behalf -of Their People Declare 
that since wars begin in the minds of men, it is 
in the minds of men that · the defences of peace 
must be constructed." The degree of knowl-

edge of any man might be defined as the degree 
of agreement of reason and will. In this way 
knowledge would become the means to a good 
will. This might finally evolve into the state
ment that ignorance is passion and knowledge 
is action. 

But none of this explains how man can 
possess a priori ideas and still be able to say 
that he needn't act and that these ideas are some
how doubtful. Hamlet suggests that man must 
accept this paradox between doubt and action 
and act; to do other than this would be less 
than a man. 

If it is true that a man is somehow less than 
a man, even a monster if he refuses to act politic
ally, what arguments can be used to demonstrate 
this truth to the philosopher on Mount Olym
pus? What can be said to convince the ethical 
man that he must participate in politics, even if 
this means that he must act in a seemingly un
ethical manner? (I ) The end of man is find 
the ones in the many and, returning, to under
stand the many from which he has taken flight. 
His knowledge and perfection demand that he, 
having managed the upward path, navigate the 
downward path because the forms and their 
imag

0

es bear a mutual relationship to one 
another, which renders all knowledge and per
fection incomplete without both the ascent up
ward and the consequent descent downward. 
This is the a~l.y~ical stateme~t of a humanly 
synthetic proposition. · For, with each step up
ward, the possibility of the form is enlarged and 
ordered ; but with each upward step goes a step 
dow,nward, which adds content and validity to 
the form in the shape of particular action. Either 
one without the other is rendered dangerous and 
ultimately destructive. In a body politic where 
upward dialectic is possible through mediums 
provided by the body politic, there is also the 
debt which the man owes the state for his edu
cation. 

(2) The nature of man_ is twofold, con
sisting of a being that endures and serves as the 
receptacle or stand of a relational being which 
seems to be in continual motion. This rela-


